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Abstract:
To resolve the protein folding problem, that is: predicting the native structure and describe
the folding dynamics, we must work with the fundamental physical law that directly governs
protein folding process. That law is the Thermodynamic Principle of Protein Folding,
it is just the Second Law of Thermodynamics. In the protein folding case, the second
law is that the Gibbs free energy achieves a minimum at the native structure.
Therefore, we have to figure out what is the Gibbs free energy. The question is, is there a
Gibbs free energy function whose variables are all possible conformations of a given protein
molecule? Or is it only a Gibbs free energy difference between the folded ensemble of protein
molecules and its counterpart, the unfolded ensemble? The former is a microscopic view;
the latter is a macroscopic view.
A microscopic view of protein folding leads to the concept of conformational Gibbs free
energy function G(X; E, U), where the variable X is a conformation of a protein U. U appears
here as a parameter to indicate that for different proteins, we should have different Gibbs
free energy functions. Other very important parameters are the environment E (solvent,
temperature, pressure, other particles in solvent, etc.) in which U folds.
Conformational Gibbs free energy function derived from first principle is the core of the
Microscopic Thermodynamic Hypothesis for protein folding: putting a protein
molecule U in an environment E, a stable conformation XE (may not be unique) of
U must be a minimizer (local or global) of the conformational Gibbs free energy
function G(X; E, U), therefore, ∇G(XE , E, U) = 0.
Via quantum statistics applied to a tiny thermodynamic system SX which is tailor made
for the conformation X and its immediate environment in EN , we have derived by first
principle the conformational Gibbs free energy function G(X; EN , U) for globular proteins U.
It is an analytic function expressed by global geometric features of the conformation X. For
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non-globular proteins, the derivation idea is the same but are much more mathematically
difficult, due to their complicated native environments.
A scientific hypothesis has to be able to explain nature phenomena. In this talk, we
will explain why an over-simplified statement that a protein’s amino acid sequence totally
determines its native structure is wrong. The parameters E in G(X; E, U) shows, for most
non-native environment E, not only the native structure XU is not a local minimizer of
G(X; E, U), but also in general there will be many many stable conformations, all of them
are local minimizers of G(X; E, U). This can explain the unfolding phenomenon. Therefore,
environment is an essential part of the protein folding process, the same amino acid sequence
will turn out dramatically different shapes in different environment. Indeed, for a given
protein U, we have infinite Gibbs free energy functions according to different environments.
In natural, proteins fold in their native environments EN ; In unfolding, the environment is
different from EN ; when two protein molecules dock, the native environment EN changes to
include other proteins, etc. Environments changes leading to different conformational Gibbs
free energy functions in control of folding process, can explain natural phenomena such as
folding, unfolding, docking, allosteric change, amyloid disease, etc.
.
Another big question is that is there a folding force? Leventhal in 1960’s has shown by
contradiction that there must be a folding force, otherwise if the folding process were only
random, it would have taken a time span longer than the Earth’s age.
By the microscopic thermodynamic hypothesis, the conformational Gibbs free energy function gives a deterministic fording force acting on each atom of the protein U, it is,

Fi = −∇Gxi (X; EN , U),

i = 1, · · · , n,

X = (x1 , · · · , xn ) ∈ XU ⊂ R3n .

A scientific hypothesis has to give verifiable predictions to let people confirm or refute
it. We suggest two verifiable predictions of the microscopic thermodynamic hypothesis: ab
initio predictions of native structures of globular proteins and equations of motion of their
folding dynamics.
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Under the microscopic thermodynamic hypothesis, the native structure XU of a protein
molecule U is a (local) minimiser,
G(XU ; EN , U) ≤ G(X; EN , U);

X ∈ U ⊂ XU .

Especially, since G(X; EN , U) is smooth, ∇G(XU ; EN , U) = 0. In case XU is a global minimizer, then
G(XU ; EN , U) = min G(X; EN , U).
X∈XU

Therefore, for a globular protein U (we know G(X; EN , U)), the prediction of native structure
is reduced to a pure mathematical problem, the minimization problem of a known smooth
function. A mathematical theorem guarantees that this problem has a solution.
Another verifiable prediction of the microscopic thermodynamic hypothesis is the the
folding dynamics which needs solving an equation of motion. That is, there is a folding path
X(t) from an initial conformation to the native structure conformation, part deterministic
and part random, the equation of motion is a Langevin equation
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Here ηi is the solvent friction. The random force Fi (t) is caused by probably bumping into
another non-solvent molecule. Because of it, we do not have a completely deterministic folding path. Again, mathematical theorems guarantee that such folding path exists. Moreover,
mathematics also tells us that a folding path is highly depending on its initial conformation,
so an important issue is to know the shape of protein conformation just out of ribosome.
If the two predictions are verified, then we can say that theoretically the protein folding
problem is resolved, at least for globular proteins.
All the discussions depend on the conformational Gibbs free energy function G(X; E, U)
and its mathematical property. Let me write down the formula of G(X; EN , U) of a globular
protein U in its native environment EN :
G(X; EN , U) = ωe V (ΩSX ) + ωe dw A(SX ) +
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Because of the extremely importance of protein folding for life process, equations (1) and
(2) should be included among the Equations of Life.
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Biography:
My last 18 years of research can be summarized as: A mathematician trying to solve a
biological problem by revealing how fundamental physical laws govern protein folding. I
first heard protein folding from Jiri Novotny. He told me that a folded globular protein
has smaller volume, surface area, and better hydrophobic core than unfolded one. As a
geometer used to calculus of variations, my instinct is that why not minimize volume, area,
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and hydrophobic area (the smaller it is, the better the hydrophobic core) simultaneously
and cohesively to get the native structure? A mathematical model was formulated during
the conversation and was published [1]. In 2006 Junmei Jing and I participated CASP7,
submitted our models [3], which were results of shrinking the hydrophobic area. Neglecting
volume and area certainly will not give us good 3-dimensional models. But our models
contain a lot of secondary structures and hydrogen bonds, even though we only calculated
the gradient of the hydrophobic area function. This result confirms that I was on the right
track. But we cannot just publish a mathematical model without computer simulation. Most
of my papers were rejected without going to referees.
Realzing that protein folding is a physics problem, I determined to study physics to prove
my mathematical model has a firm physics foundation. I am used to teach myself. I was
born in 1953, finished primary school in 1966, missed secondary education because all schools
in China were closed down in 1966. After wasting 4 years, from 1970 to 1978, I worked as
a farm labor. I tried to teach myself by reading textbooks. In 1997, I passed university
admission examination of 1977, the first one in 12 years since 1966, entered Jilin University
to learn mathematics. In 1985, I went to University of Massachusetts and got my PhD in
1990.
Broad reading and mathematical skills enable me to learn biology, chemistry, thermodynamics, statistical and quantum mechanics, etc. After years of study, I created a new
physical method to derive conformational Gibbs free energy function G(X; EN , U). As anticipated, it is a refined version of my original mathematical model. With more learning of
physics, the microscopic thermodynamic hypothesis for protein folding follows suit.

